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The next thing I want is to store the converted result in a list of strings, something like this: [0] "hello" [1] "my" [2] "name" [3] "is" [4] "foule" I wonder if there is a way to convert the string to a list and then back to string. Can anyone suggest me a way to approach this
problem? Thank you in advance. A: You can use the Encode module, but the call that should be made there is to Decode(), not ConvertToString(): from encode import encode result = encode(input_, decode=True) Python 3.6 has Decode() now, so you could use that: from
encode import Decode result = Decode(input_, decode=True) Unless you have a legitimate reason for decoding, this is probably better. (c.f. PEP 328) A: Use ast.literal_eval import ast a = input_string return ast.literal_eval(a) Once you do this you must use a try and finally
statement to avoid exception. It is known to provide a system and method for monitoring the operation of a device, such as a refrigerator, by utilizing a computer and a computer network. More particularly, it is known to include a number of devices which monitor various
aspects of the operation of such a device. These devices are connected to the computer and communicate with it to provide the computer with information which can be used to provide detailed indications of the condition of the device. For example, a refrigerator generally
includes a freezer compartment and a fresh food compartment. Typically, each compartment has a temperature sensor which provides a signal indicative of the temperature in that compartment. It is also known to include a humidity sensor in each compartment to provide
information about humidity which is also indicative of the condition of the device. Still further, a refrigerator may include a water sensor for sensing the amount of water in the refrigeration system. This sensor provides information which is useful in the determination of the
current condition of the device. It is also known to provide a number of sensors on one location and to connect these sensors to a central unit which provides a complete view of the operation of the device from that single location. This type of system may be referred to as a
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A: I don't know what the format of your file is, but this should be the fastest and best way of doing it: import glob files = glob.glob('./*.mp4') Also, I don't know how your video files are named. You should be able to give them a name (e.g. files[0] for the first video file) in order
to make this code work faster, but you will have to remove that variable from the rest of the code. Saving the videos as normal MP4 files may take a lot of time and space, but it is much faster than converting them, so you may want to try that method first, and if that doesn't
work then add the converting code (found in other answers) later. A: Similar solution. First find the file name extension and convert your file to mkv as below. import os from glob import glob path = "path" filenames = [f for f in glob(path + "/*.mp4")] for name in filenames:
name = os.path.splitext(os.path.basename(name))[0] name.replace(".mp4", "mkv") A: I have used ffmpeg to convert the video files. I have used below command to do the conversion: ffmpeg -i "$1" -vcodec libx264 -b:v 1500k -acodec libfaac -ar 22050 -ab 96k "$2" You can

use these paths to make it work: -i YOUR_VCD_PATH -vcodec YOUR_VCD_ENCODER_NAME -b:v YOUR_VCD_BIT_RATE -acodec YOUR_VCD_AUDIO_ENCODER_NAME -ar YOUR_VCD_SAMPLE_RATE -ab YOUR_VCD_BIT_RATE By the way I have used libfaac encoder as that is the only
one I have tested. You should be able to find a list of encoders in your ffmpeg installation. I have used libfaac: Q: 6d1f23a050
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